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Extent: 1 box

The majority of the items in this box are blank forms, but not all. It includes a *Catalogue of 1000 different forms of blank precedents*, published by Shaw & Sons; a photostat list of blank precedents for JPs settled by Dr Burn and to be printed by the King’s Printer, [n.d.]; and a modern manuscript note about conveyancing forms in 1810.

These lists should help considerably in identifying the 100 or so blank forms in the box. Most are for use by JPs; most have a number on them, RB 1-81, which may refer to the list established by Dr Burn. The forms date from the 18th and 19th centuries. A few have been completed.

The forms include:

Under the Treaty of Amity, commerce etc between UK and USA: a form about a British creditor in USA

Bound set of recruitment forms from Bideford, 1795 recording the men who were enrolled as seamen, their names, ages, occupations and the bounty they were paid. About half the forms have been completed.

Form from the land registry of Shawnee in USA. Note at foot ESTC; verso ms note 1819

Sale of land in Westmoreland County, Penn, 1795

Three receipts (one from 1728 and two from 1732) for expenses claimed for sending out a man for a single march with arms and ammunition (these receipts are filled in)

Receipt for four quarterly payments of an aid to George III, 1788